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How loud,
online?

ONLINE LOUDNESS — THE CURRENT STATE OF PLAY.

IAN SHEPHERD explains how not to get turned down,
and how to get online audio streaming loud and clear
from Apple, Tidal, YouTube, Spotify & Soundcloud

O

nline loudness management, or normalisation, is a mess. Of course
eventually we all hope it will mean an end to the “loudness war”,
allowing us the freedom to mix and master as we see fit — with the
best possible dynamics for the material, rather than for the sake of
competing in a battle that’s already been lost. These are noble goals, but we’re
not there yet, in the meantime — it’s a jungle out there. This article will try and
help you cut a path through the undergrowth.
As a mastering engineer I’ve always been interested in the topic of loudness
— it’s something we all wrestle with on a daily basis. In 2008 Metallica released
Death Magnetic, and in hindsight, it changed my career. My blog posts about
the release went viral, and were picked up by the mainstream media — Wired
magazine, the Guardian and even the Wall Street Journal ended up linking back
to my site! It raised the profile of my fledgling blog literally overnight, and I’ve
had a core audience of musicians and engineers interested in the topic following
me ever since.
Feedback from readers of my site over the years has made me realise
just how many people share my passion about this issue — the continuing
support for Dynamic Range Day, which I founded in 2010, proves it — and
just how much people need help figuring out how loud their music could
(and should) be. So in recent years I’ve
developed two plugins with MeterPlugs to
help production professionals achieve that
goal. The first was Perception, which allows
you to make real-time loudness-matched A/B
comparisons across any processing chain
(Resolution v13.6). More recently the chaotic
situation with online loudness management
prompted our latest release — Dynameter —
which is not a loudness meter. In future, the
original loudness of a song or file is going
to be less and less relevant, since every
playback platform will adjust it. Instead,
Dynameter gives a real-time visualisation of
the dynamics of the audio. Understanding
these, and how they affect the playback
loudness online, is the best way to achieve
predictable, musical results.
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The situation for broadcast is clear — we have the -23 LUFS loudness standard,
which is gradually being adopted everywhere. For online streaming and mobile
players though, there are only guidelines — that no-one is following (yet). Even
these recommendations are a temporary goal-post which eventually will be
moved. The guidelines (AES TD1004.1.15-10, Recommendation for Loudness
of Audio Streaming and Network File Playback) are better than nothing but, as it
stands, every single online streaming platform measures loudness in a different
way, normalises to a different reference level, and implements a different set of
rules deciding how management should be implemented.
For example: the target loudness levels vary from -16 LUFS to -11 LUFS; all
the platforms turn loud music down and quiet music up (unless it causes clipping)
except TIDAL who don’t turn things up ever — and Spotify who use a limiter
to prevent clipping if it would otherwise occur. TIDAL use LUFS to measure
loudness, Spotify uses a variant of ReplayGain, Apple use their proprietary
Sound Check algorithm and no-one has any idea at all how YouTube measures
loudness. Loudness management is a great concept, but the implementation is
currently falling far below our professional expectations of it! The good news is
that, despite all the confusion, we can measure what each service is doing, draw
useful conclusions from those measurements, and optimise our audio to suit.

WHAT DO WE KNOW?

Disclaimers first: all the following figures are based on my own tests, using
MeterPlug’s LCast meter running inside Audio Hijack, to measure the live output
of different streaming services in Google’s Chrome browser. As such they’re
subject to change without notice, and are not exact, although most have been
confirmed to me by multiple sources. Specifically, the loudness measurements
are average figures, individual songs can vary by +/- 2 LU or more, depending
on the particular platform. Apple Sound Check, for example, is particularly
quirky. The results are, nevertheless, informative. Some of the most interesting
findings are highlighted in bold and discussed below:
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• TIDAL is the only platform measuring loudness
using the official LUFS loudness units
• Despite this, LUFS is generally a good indicator
of final loudness, although results from Spotify
and Sound Check tend to be idiosyncratic
• Only Apple’s method meets the AES
recommendation with it’s reference level — but
unfortunately Sound Check is still not enabled
by default in iTunes or Apple devices
• Spotify uses by far the highest reference level,
and is also the only service to use limiting when
turning up more dynamic material.
• All services turn down loud songs. TIDAL is the
only platform that doesn’t lift quieter songs up
in level, although most pop & rock will already
have been mastered louder than the -14 LUFS
reference level, and so will end up being turned
down anyway.
• By contrast, we’ve seen occasions where Apple
Sound Check actually causes clipping when
turning up quieter songs — it’s not clear if this
is a limitation of the algorithm, or a bug.

WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE US?

In a minefield! Luckily, there are plenty of tools to
help assess loudness and dynamics, and optimise
our audio accordingly. There are two ways to
approach this: either create separate, optimised
masters for each platform, or try to produce a single
master that will perform well on all platforms.
The first approach is straightforward but timeconsuming and therefore potentially expensive.
If you’re re-purposing broadcast material from
-23 LUFS to the AES recommended maximum
streaming level of -16 LUFS, an automated system
using a high-quality limiter may well be sufficient,
but music can potentially be much more sensitive
to the amount of limiting being used. Often this is
a delicate creative balancing act, so simply dialling
in 3 dB more (or less) limiting may not achieve a
result the artist is happy with.
The second approach, which is usually my
personal preference, is to try and create a single
master that works well on all platforms. In other
words it “translates”, which has always been the
goal of mastering for the many different possible
playback systems, including everything from PA
systems to smartphone. Today, the goal is to
translate between online playback platforms as
well.

WHERE IS THE SWEET SPOT?

The key metric for judging these issues is the
difference between the peak level and the integrated
loudness of the music, the peak to loudness ratio,
or PLR:
PLR = Max Peak — Integrated loudness
A good way to think of this is as the peak
“headroom” the music uses. The closer the
loudness level is pushed up towards the peak
level, the less “loudness headroom” there is for it
to operate in, and the more restricted the dynamics
become. Roughly speaking, the lower the PLR, the
less dynamic the music is.
Similarly we can measure to see how much
peak headroom is available above the reference
level on each streaming platform, which I call the
“Platform PLR”. The music’s PLR needs to “fit inside” the Platform PLR, to take
advantage of the maximum peak dynamics available, without clipping, or being
played back at lower levels than other material.
Music with low PLR will typically be turned down on all the online platforms.
It will leave peak headroom unused, and may suffer by comparison to more
dynamic material as a result, as discussed by Thomas Lund in the October issue
(Resolution v15.7).
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Music that needs more peak to loudness than is available on the platform in
question may be clipped, limited, or not turned up to the platform’s full reference
level, and sound quieter than everything else as a result.
For popular music, my personal conclusion is that aiming for a result of
PLR 12 is currently a decent, workable compromise. It’s still considerably more
dynamic than most current mainstream releases and can sound excellent in
many cases, but the dynamics will be controlled enough to result in only minor
level changes on most streaming loudness platforms.
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The conclusion that many people are most surprised about though,
is that there is no benefit to pushing PLR lower than 12. It won’t result
in higher playback loudness, so you might as well take advantage of
the extra peak headroom. Genres where playback loudness isn’t such a
consideration can safely be mastered with even higher PLR values, which could
be especially beneficial when more streaming platforms start adopting the -16
LUFS AES recommendation.

ASSESSING DYNAMICS

Dynameter also offers presets — target values for a range of scenarios,
including optimal PLR values for the most popular streaming services, and
suggested minimum PSR readings. As a rule of thumb we recommend not
allowing the PSR to drop below 8. In my experience paying attention to this
value is a very effective way of avoiding excessive compression & limiting in
mastering.

MASTER WITH MORE DYNAMICS FOR STREAMING

Loudness management is here to stay, and the effects of it are already being
Measuring PLR is straightforward — any LUFS loudness meter can be used —
heard, despite the confusion between different platforms. Some recent huge
simply measure the integrated loudness and maximum peak level and then find
hits have been much more dynamic than in previous years — Daft Punk’s Get
the difference. Popular examples include the TC Electronic LM “Radar” meters,
Lucky, and Uptown Funk by Mark Ronson & Bruno Mars are two of the highest
MeterPlugs LCast and iZotope RX Loudness Control. There are also various
profile examples. Even genres traditionally associated with extreme loudness
offline software packages that can do this faster than realtime, and some meters
like metal are seeing more dynamic releases, for example the latest albums
display PLR live, for example Nugen’s MasterCheck, which also offers codec
by Trivium and Avenged Sevenfold, both of which have had success. Another
previews for all the popular online streaming platforms.
example is the recent James Blake album, who took the step of asking mastering
My own Dynameter plugin takes a slightly different approach. As well as
engineer Matt Colton to speak to his A&R team and reassure them that a more
measuring the cumulative PLR in real time, it also displays the short-term PLR,
dynamic release wouldn’t affect its success. When I interviewed him about the
or PSR, as a colour-coded “waterfall” history graph. The PSR idea was inspired
album for my podcast, Colton described the experience of listening to a more
by the “DR” measurement of Friedemann Tischmeyer’s original TT Meter, but
dynamic master of “I Need A Forest Fire” in his car as a ‘light bulb moment’ that
the zoomable graph adds an extra dimension, allowing you to see a snapshot
set the tone for the rest of the album.
overview of the detailed dynamics of a song in a single glance. Because PSR
Meanwhile many other mastering engineers have been offering more
is based on LUFS measurements, it offers more useful feedback than DR. For
dynamic options to clients for years as a matter of course — Bob Ludwig being
material with a balanced frequency response, PSR values are very similar to
the most well-known — but even engineers like Chris Athens, until recently
classic DR readings, so the meter is very intuitive for people who are used to
of Sterling Sound and not known for being shy about loudness, are advising
using the TT Meter.
clients to consider mastering with more dynamics .. and the clients are listening.
So, “crushed” songs
Chris’ latest work for Drake
with limited dynamics will
is not exactly quiet — but
have low PLR values and
it’s no-where near as loud
even lower minimum PSR
as his previous releases, or
readings, with a narrow
other examples in the same
display on the graph
genre, and has been hugely
and red, brown or grey
successful, disproving all the
colouring. More dynamic
ideas that “loud sells more”.
material
will
show
When I first started working
higher readings and a
as a mastering engineer over
wider graph with colours
20 years ago, people would ask
ranging from orange
‘Why does Song X sounded so
through to violet.
great on the pub’s CD-changer
Looking at Dynameter’s
jukebox?’, and the answer was
display quickly highlights
usually ‘Because it’s louder’. But
the importance of not
now, when online streaming
relying on PLR values
is the single most important
alone to assess dynamics.
way for people to discover new
The examples below
music, the question is ‘Why
show two songs with
does Song X sound so great on
very different internal
YouTube?’ — and the answer
dynamics,
but
both A — Has good, consistent dynamics throughout
is almost always: ‘Because it’s
measuring PLR 11:
more dynamic’. n
B — Has more varied dynamics, but includes two very “squashed” sections near the end
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